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KEY FIGURES

- **1.19M** People In Need
- **185.7K** People Targeted¹ HRP 2019
- **227.2K** People Reached²

- **1.31M** Returnees
- **0.05M** IDPs

IDPs BY TYPE OF SHELTER

- 4% Host families
- 17% Other shelter types³
- 22% Camp
- 57% Rented houses

PEOPLE REACHED BY DISTRICT

- PUI, RI, UIMS, WHO
- UNHCR
- TDH-Lausanne, UNICEF
- IRC, Baghdad
- TDH-Lausanne
- TDH-Lausanne, TDH-Italy
- UNICEF

REPORTING PARTNERS BY TYPE⁴

- NRC
- IOM, WHO
- UNHCR
- NRC, OXFAM, UNICEF
- IRC, Baghdad
- BROB
- UNICEF

TIMELINE OF DISPLACEMENT AND RETURNS

The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations. The data for this infographic has a limited number of sources. The data has not been independently verified and is subject to error or omission, deliberate or otherwise by the various sources. This infographic is strictly intended to inform humanitarian strategic and operational planning and humanitarian response.

1. The target population is the highest of all clusters. 2. People reached is calculated based on the highest number reached by a cluster achieving highest reach per governorate. 3. Unfinished buildings, informal shelters, schools and religious buildings. 4. Based on 2019 HRP response in the ActivityInfo platform. 5. *US$3,454,555 was provided to support projects under the Iraq Humanitarian Fund's first 2019 Standard Allocation to ten partners, in seven districts of Anbar Governorate. The IHF First Standard Allocation 2019 overall provided a total of $34 million to support most critical response gaps identified in the 2019 HRP.

Feedback: ocha.iraq@un.org, www.unocha.org/iraq

Creation date: 15 August 2019, Source: PIN, target, people reached, partners: Iraq Humanitarian Dashboard (June 2019), Camps: CCCM (July 2019); IDPs, returnees, trend: IOM DTM (June 2019)
IRAQ HUMANITARIAN FUND IMPLEMENTATION*

PEOPLE REACHED BY CLUSTER (OVERALL RESPONSE)
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PEOPLE REACHED BY CLUSTER AND DISTRICT

District | CCCM | GP MA HLP | MPCA | CP | WASH | GBV | EDU | HEALTH | FSC | SNFI | EL
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Al-Falluja | 31,424 | 8,284 | 3,042 | 22,190 | 72,363 | 4,335 | 1,603 | 44,260 | 22,164 | 8,541 | 10
Al-Ka'im | 1,305 | 13,576 | 5,849 | 543 | 12,292 | 10
Al-Ramadi | 15,144 | 5,204 | 78 | 10,249 | 119,013 | 19,393 | 852 | 2,490 | 10
Al-Rutba | - | - | - | - | - | 3,979 | 10
Ana | 1,260 | 834 | 1,195 | 1,015 | 25 | 6,188 | 10
Haditha | 1,403 | - | - | 4,400 | 1,820 | 10
Heet | 3,560 | 90 | 2,165 | 19,957 | 5,210 | 11,848 | 10
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*IHF PARTNERS
FAO, NRC, IOM, UNICEF, WHO
SZOA
NRC, ACTED
UNICEF
NRC, IMC UK, DRC

*Some projects here are consortium projects and the organization named, as the lead agency of the consortium, is not necessarily the implementer.